SECRET 100745Z
DIR CITE 2609
RYBAZ REDWOOD 6FLOOR
REF A DIR 32214 **

1. HOTEL TORNING REGISTRY SHOWS OSWALD REGISTERED AT 2430 HOURS ON 10 OCT. OSWALD SAID HE WOULD REMAIN FOR FIVE DAYS.

2. RE PARA 1B REF A THE SHIP WELLMO ARRIVED IN TURKU FROM STOCKHOLM AT 0835 HOURS ON 10 OCT. TRAVELLERS THEN TOOK BUS WHICH ARRIVED HELS ABOUT 1200 HOURS SAME DAY. FINN AIR FLIGHTS FROM STOC ON 10 OCT ARRIVED HELS AT 1222 HOURS, 1500 HOURS AND 1655 HOURS.

3. ABOVE FROM VALINK/1.

C/S COMMENT: *ACTION UNIT DETERMINED AS THOUGH INDICATOR REDWOOD NOT USED.
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** Hqs asked [redacted] if they could determine if Oswald arrived Torni Hotel 10 Oct.

*** Only direct flight from London to Helsinki on 10 Oct 59 was Finn air flight 852 which arrived Hels at 2333 hours.